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exe file of Mekada is completely free and safe to download. Overview In Mekada players can take the role of a spaceflight
technician, engineer, pilot, administrator or even astronaut and control the Red Planet moon of Mars. Mars in Mekada is rich
and alive, but because of the poor human-level technology, the inhabitants have not progressed. Development A game in the
general science fiction genre with most elements of a space simulation game, Mekada has many characteristics in common with
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other simulation and spaceflight games like X3: Terran Conflict and Elite: Dangerous. Gameplay The game is played in real
time. Players may start the game as an Engineer, who does the heavy work of the entire space project and is the most important
person in the game. After the first several missions, a player can be elevated to other positions and perform more tasks. The
player can fly spacecrafts, dock with space stations and stations on the surface of Mars, take pictures and .exe file of Mekada,
build buildings and also explore the Red Planet moon. The Mars is depicted as a realistic solar system-like planet with four
moons. Unlike most games, the game allows the player to move freely within Mars environment. Mekada offers a very high
level of accuracy for a game of its type. In addition to the real world scale, it uses both real world and fictional technology. For
example, Mekada uses real world science of rockets and trajectories. However, Mekada also uses fictional technology such as
the fictional MSV-1 rocket. Spacecraft Coastal Vessel The small coastal vessel has about the same performance as an F/A-18,
with several minor upgrades. The Coastal Vessel is the smallest vessel in Mekada. Its structure is well-equipped and wellprotected. The vessel can be very easily deployed from the mother ship and can also be reloaded during combat. Harbour Boat
The Harbour Boat is a small speedboat with two powerful engines. It has a minor range of exploration. The Harbour Boat is not
very maneuverable. Station Boat The Station Boat is a small station-based vessel that is a fast and maneuverable exploration
vessel. It is used to explore Mars and explore the surface of Mars while docked with the Mars base. A Station Boat is equipped
with several weapons and special devices. On the other hand, the Station Boat has limited combat capabilities 82157476af
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